
Regarding HB 3063 I would like you to consider my thoughts and opinions. As women, we get 

things shoved down our throats such as diversity, equal pay, women’s rights, and accepting one 

another for our differences. For what? Because we all have our own right to our own 

body’s.   So, people’s differences are accepted and recognized and not bullied. So, what’s 

wrong with the diversity of my child not been vaccinated or delayed or only the vaccines I 

choose that are safe? Why is the state trying to decide what’s best for my health?  Where is our 

Freedom? What are you doing with our Liberty? 

It is your right to believe in the safety of vaccines if that is how you choose to believe. But truly, 

how far have you dug into the science.  With the pharmaceutical companies not being held 

responsible for their products, do you really think they have a reason to demand safety? With 

the United States Government already paying out over 110 Million dollars in vaccine injuries for 

2019 and over 4 billion dollars since its inception in 1989, you must acknowledge that vaccines 

are not safe. Also please consider that less than 1/3 of the people that file claims even get 

considered and that does not take into account those that are not allowed to file due to the 

parameters for VAERS. Have you looked into this? I have known about vaccines dangers for 

over 21 years. Every day for the past 5 years, I have read and research and educated myself 

about vaccines. Every year the required doses go up, yet the disease danger has not changed. 

Most of the diseases that are requiring vaccines are not even dangerous, to begin with. Every 

year the injuries from vaccines go up, yet they are not any safer.  America is about freedoms, 

the freedom to choose for ourselves. I don’t want to be told how to live my life by someone else, 

nor do I want someone else dictating what goes into my body or my children’s bodies.  

We have always had religious and philosophical exemptions in Oregon and rightly so. I reject 

vaccines on both accounts.  Now you are trying to take away any objections and are making it 

even harder to get a medical exemption.   So those parents who have had injured children have 

to keep injuring their child. Those people that disagree philosophically no longer have a choice 

and those of us who believe it violates our religious beliefs no longer have the freedom of 

religion that this country was founded on. So, by your mandates, those that are injured will be 

required to continue to be injured as well as everyone having their freedoms taken away.  

 

I think it’s pretty crazy when I take my child to a well-baby checkup and the doctors tell me at six 

months you can start food but only doing one food at a time so that you will know if he has a 

reaction to it or not and only give them one food and watch it for three days. Then try another 

food. So why is it that we watch the foods that go into our children’s body but we don’t watch the 

chemicals being injected. It use to be one vaccine at a time, now anywhere from  3 to 6 

injections at a time? Where is the caution? Where is common sense?  

 It concerns me that more studies are not being done and that ingredients are not being made 

clear. It concerns me that there are reactions EVERY DAY and that is not being made public. It 

concerns me that less than 1/3 of the injuries are being acknowledged.  

If you are going to mandate that I must vaccinate my children in order to attend public schools, 

my children will not be attending. I will then protest that my property taxes go to schools that my 

children do not qualify to go to. This is robbery at its best. 



Due to the “Death With Dignity Law” (ORS 127.800-995), we have people moving to Oregon for 

their “medical choices” Brittany  Lauren Maynard  November 1, 2014. We allow an injection to 

end our life’s. We have people coming from Florida and all over to live here, to do as they 

choose with their own life, their own body, their own medical choice to end their life. How ironic 

that people can make the choice to die with an inject yet you want me to risk injury and even 

death from an injection that I do not choose, that I do not agree with and that I do not want any 

part of for myself or my children. 

So, do we just roll up our sleeves and do as you say?  What’s next on your list of new laws? 

What other freedoms are you sucking the liberty out of?  

Just roll up your sleeve and suck it up buttercup? I don’t think so. I won’t let this happen without 

a fight and furthermore #Iwillnotcomply. 

Please vote NO on HB3063 

 

Jolene Koch 
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